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Dear Readers, 

Greetings for the season!

In this edition, we bring you to quite a few interesting articles. 

The introduction of GST laws in the country has been a success and the substantial credit in successful 
implementation and transition goes to GST Council. However, there are certain issues which the GST 
Council has to address at a great speed. One such issue is pertaining to the anti-profiteering. It is high time 
that an industry wise modus operandi has to be released by GST Council to determine whether 
profiteering exists or not in each case. In this edition, we have come up with anti-profiteering issues with 
respect to the real estate industry. We have only touched the tip of iceberg and lot more to be covered in 
that area which we wish to detail in our next editions. 

The other article is on the interpretation of phrases/expression which appear in double taxation 
avoidance arrangements and whether such interpretation should be ambulatory or static. We took up 
the recent ITAT Mumbai judgment, where the Honourable Bench dealt the said issues in a candid manner. 
I hope that you will have good time reading this edition and please do share your feedback. I will also urge 
clients to mail us topics or issues on which you want us to deliberate in our future editions, so that we can 
contribute to the same. 

I am also glad to announce that we have launched our mobile app ‘SBS Connect’ on the eve of completion 
of 10 years. Now, Wiki and other resources can be accessed through ‘SBS Connect’. Please use ‘SBS 
Connect’ to stay connected with us
. 
I also wish all of you in advance a merry Christmas and a Happy New Year! 

Thanking You, 

Suresh Babu S
Chairman &Managing Partner
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1 2 
The recent judgment of ITAT   Mumbai in the matter of Reliance Jio Infocomm Limited (for brevity ‘Jio 
India’) is one of a classic judgment in dealing with the interpretation of phrases/expression that are used 

3in DTAA   but which are not defined therein. In this article, we try to summarise the key findings of the said 
judgement. 

Before we proceed to analyse and note the key findings, a peek into the facts of the matter involved is 
warranted. Jio India has a bandwidth services agreement with Reliance Jio Infocomm Pte Limited (for 
brevity ‘Jio Singapore’) and against such agreement Jio India has remitted a payment of US $ 15,91,520. 

4While making such payment Jio has withheld tax under Section 195 of IT Act  . Jio India post payment of 
5

tax has filed an application before CIT(A)   under Section 248 praying for a declaration to the effect that 
such tax need not be withheld on the payments made to Jio Singapore. 

Jio India has stated that since Jio Singapore is fiscally domiciled in India, Jio Singapore can access the India-
Singapore DTAA and further the bandwidth services constitute business income and Jio Singapore having 

6no PE   in India, the said amounts are not subjected to tax in India and accordingly no deduction is 
required from the payments made to Jio Singapore. 

The CIT(A) after hearing the submissions made by Jio India has stated that from the facts and agreements 
submitted by Jio India, it was evident that the Jio India was only receiving services and does not have any 
access to the equipment of Jio Singapore, further, the process involved for provision of services by Jio 
Singapore to Jio India is not in the nature of ‘secret’ but a standard commercial process followed by the 
industry, the said payment does not fit in the definition of ‘royalty’. Further, the CIT(A) has held that the 
definition of ‘royalty’ under the Article 12 of India-Singapore DTAA is much narrower than the definition 
as provided in Section 9(1)(vi) of IT Act, Jio Singapore can access the treaty benefit and accordingly 
amounts made by Jio India would not require withholding of tax. Further, the CIT(A) has held that 
payments made to Jio Singapore will be in the nature of business profits and cannot be classified as fee for 
technical services or royalty either under the IT Act or DTAA and in absence of PE for Jio Singapore in India, 
there is no requirement to withhold the tax. 

7
Aggrieved by the order of CIT(A), the AO  has approached the ITAT seeking its intervention and praying 
that the deduction which was already made by Jio India is in line with the provisions of Section 195 and 
does not require any consideration as ordered by CIT(A). The AO’s main contention was that the 
amendment made to Explanation 6 to Section 9(1)(vi) in 2012 with retrospective effect from 01.06.1976, 

1Income Tax Appellate Tribunal 
2ACIT vs Reliance Jio Infocomm Limited [2019] 111 taxmann.com 371 (Mumbai – Trib.)
3
Double Tax Avoidance Arrangement 

4Income Tax Act, 1961
5
Commissioner of Income Tax (Appeals)

6
permanent establishment 

7Assessing Officer
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wherein the expression ‘process’ is defined to include transmission by satellite, cable, optic fibre or by 
any other similar technology, whether or not such process is secret would be equally apply to the 
expression ‘process’ which is used in Article 12 of India -Singapore DTAA and accordingly the payments 
made by Jio India to Jio Singapore would be subjected to tax under Article 12 ibid. The AO’s contention is 
that the same definition as existing in local act would equally apply for DTAA in light of Article 3(2) of India 
– Singapore DTAA.In simple words, the AO states that since the term ‘process’ has not been defined in 
India – Singapore DTAA, by virtue of Article 3(2), the said term would assume the meaning as laid down 
vide explanation 6 to Section 9(1)(vi) and accordingly the payment made by Jio India to Jio Singapore 
would be ‘royalty’ even in terms of Article 12 of India-Singapore DTAA.  
ITAT’s Analysis:

The ITAT has referred the decision of co-ordinate bench of ITAT in the Jio India’s own matter for different 
89

assessment year in the judgment referred DCIT v Reliance Jo Infocomm Limited   , wherein the co-
ordinate bench has held that the payments made by Jio India to Jio Singapore are not in the nature of 
‘royalty’ in terms of Article 12 of India – Singapore DTAA and accordingly the same has to be treated as 
business profits and in absence of PE for Jio Singapore, there will be no income chargeable to tax for Jio 
Singapore in India and no tax is required to be deducted. The revenue has submitted that in light of 
amendment to the definition of Explanation 6 to Section 9(1)(vi), the payments made by Jio Singapore 
would fall under the definition of ‘royalty’ as per IT Act. The co-ordinate bench by placing reliance on the 

10judgment of Honourable High Court in the matter of New Skies Satellite BV   and Siemens 
11

Aktiongesellschaft  has held that unilateral amendments made to IT Act would not override the 
provisions of DTAA and accordingly brushed away the submissions made by revenue. 

ITAT then proceeded to examine the core issue as to whether the expression ‘process’ as defined in the IT 
Act would equally apply to the expression ‘process’ as used in Article 12(3)(a) of India – Singapore DTAA, 
in light of Article 3(2) vide which, it was stated that the term not defined in DTAA have the same meaning 
which it has under the law of state concerning the taxes to which DTAA applies. In other words, since the 
term ‘process’ which is used in Article 12(3)(a) has not been defined in DTAA, in light of Article 3(2), would 
assume the same meaning as laid down vide explanation 6 to Section 9(1)(vi) of IT Act. 

ITAT has opined that there is a fundamental fallacy in the proposition of AO in considering the expression 
‘process’ as a treaty term and thereby invoking Article 3(2) and leading to the definition as per the local 
act. The ITAT has held that the provisions of Article 3(2) would come into play for domestic law meaning of 
any term not defined in the tax treaty. Hence, in order to invoke the provisions of Article 3(2), it has to be 
with reference to a ‘term’ used in DTAA and not defined therein. Hence, it is important to understand the 
meaning of ‘term’ so as to decide, whether ‘process’ can be called as ‘term’ to invoke Article 3(2). 

8[2019] 73 ITR (T) 194 (Mum)
9The facts of the said matter and the current matter are akin
10[2016] 382 ITR 114
11[2009] 310 ITR 320 (Bom)
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The ITAT then proceeded to lay down the meaning of ‘term’ and stated that ‘term’ is thus a word that that 
has meaning and refers to objects, ideas, events or state of affair. A term is thus, in addition to being a 
word, some kind of a point of reference, whereas a word is only a constituent of language. Applying the 
same to the current context, whether expression ‘process’ in its own right, has any relevance for the tax 
treaties or can ‘process’ be said to be term employed in tax treaties? Answering the same as negative, the 
judgment held that, if at all ‘process’ has any relevance, it is in defining the term ‘royalty’ and looking for 
statutory definition of each word employed in a definition of treaty term and then construct the 
definition of treaty term as an assembly of the statutory definitions of all these words would be too hyper 
technical an approach and beyond the mandate of Article 3(2). 

Accordingly, the ITAT has held that binding force of Article 3(2) would not come into the play in explaining 
the word ‘process’ used in definition of treaty term ‘royalty’. The expression ‘process’ is not a treaty term 
per se or a reference point, used in the treaty, rather it is an expression or word used in defining the term 
‘royalty’. The expression ‘process’ is used in the treaty in that limited context and it does not have an 
independent existence. The decision of Honourable Delhi High Court in the matter of New Skies Satellite 
BV (supra) has held that domestic law meaning under Article 3(2) is relevant only when the treaty term 
itself is undefined and when the expression ‘royalty’ is defined in tax treaty, there cannot be any occasion 
to dissect the said definition and applying the meaning of ‘process’ as per IT Act to DTAA. 
The ITAT further proceeded to examine by assuming that if the definition of ‘process’ is equally applicable 
for the purposes of Article 12 of India- Singapore DTAA, then, whether on facts and in the circumstances 
of the case, assignment of domestic law meaning under Article 3(2) to an undefined term, is to be done by 
way of static interpretation or by way of dynamic or ambulatory interpretation. In simple words, whether 
the definition of ‘process’ should be given effect as it stood at the time when the treaty was agreed or 
when the relevant taxes are levied. This is important because, the expression ‘process’ is not available in 
IT Act at the time, when the DTAA between India and Singapore was made. If static interpretation has to 
be given, then the case of AO does not rest because of non-existence of the definition of ‘process’ at the 
time of signing the DTAA. The ITAT has proceed to examine the said question by making a reference to the 
Honourable High Court judgment in the matter of Siemens Aktiongesellschaft (supra), which laid down 
that the interpretation should be in ambulatory/dynamic instead of static. 

The Honourable High Court in the matter of Siemens Aktiongesellschaft (supra) was caught up with 
12

definition of term ‘royalty’. The said term was not been defined in the Old India – Germany Tax Treaty  
and for definition of such terms which were not defined in the old treaty, the Article II(2) stated that the 
terms not defined in the old agreement will have the meaning which it has under the laws in force in that 
territory. In light of the specific reference to ‘laws in force’  which was used in the old tax treaty, the 
Honourable High Court has held that the definition not laid down in the old agreement can be understood 
by reference to the legislation which are in force as on the date of such invocation of Article II(2), 
accordingly it held that the interpretation to be ambulatory/dynamic but not static. In other words, if the 
judgment of Honourable High Court is applied to the current instance, the definition of ‘process’ would 
apply, since the said definition was under IT Act as on the date of making payment by Jio India to Jio 
Singapore. 

12  (1960) 40 ITR (St) 21
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This article is contributed by  & CA Sri Harsha Vardhan  K Partners of SBS and Company LLP,
 Chartered Accountants. The authors can be reached at    & harsha@sbsandco.com 

CA Suresh Babu S 
suresh@sbsandco.com 

However, the ITAT made a distinction from the above judgment of Honourable High Court in light of the 
absence of the phrase ‘laws in force’ in Article 3(2) of India – Singapore DTAA. The ITAT after examining the 
language used in Article 3(2) has held that, since the said article does not anywhere uses the phrase ‘laws 
in force’, the said article cannot be deemed ambulatory/dynamic rather to be treated as static. The ITAT 
further held that retrospective amendments to the domestic law and thereby proposing that such 
amendments would override treaty provision leads to non-observance of Article 26 of Vienna 
Convention on Law of Treaties which provides that, ‘Pacta sunt servanda: every treaty in force is binding 
on the parties to it and must be performed by them in good faith’ and accordingly held that no matter 
how desirable or expedient it may be from the perspective of the tax administration, when a tax 
jurisdiction is allowed to amend the settled position with respect to a treaty provision, by an amendment 
in the domestic law and admittedly to nullify the judicial rulings, it cannot be treated as performance of 
treaties in good faith.

The ITAT has held that therefore it requires an additional test that is required to be put, while adopting an 
ambulatory interpretation in such a situation, is whether the amendment is domestic laws end up 
unsettling a conclusion arrived at under the pre domestic law amendment position that is, reversing the 
rulings in favour of residence jurisdiction, and if the answer is positive, the ambulatory approach has to be 
discarded, since adoption of the same would lead to violation of Article 26 of Vienna Convention on Law 
of Treaties. 
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1Section 171 of the CT Act  provides for anti-profiteering measures owing to the introduction of GST laws 
in India. The said section was a last-minute inclusion as it was missing in the model GST laws that were 
released for stakeholders’ consultation. Moreover, section 171 is not exhaustive and is only an enabling 
section which provides for the meaning and scope of profiteering and conferred powers on Central 
Government for constitution of Anti-Profiteering Authority for implementation of the said section. 
However, there were no general or industry-specific guidelines laid down on manner in which 
profiteering amounts are required to be determined for pass on to customers. 

In the absence of such guidelines, taking measures to avoid profiteering became very difficult and 
complexe specially in sectors like real estate. In this article, an effort is made to bring certain practical 
insights of compliance with anti-profiteering measures to be undertaken by builders in real estate sector 
and position laid down several rulings pronounced by National Anti-Profiteering Authority.

Brief of Profiteering:

In terms of section 171(1) of the CT Act, any reduction in rate of tax on any supply of goods or services or 
the benefit of input tax credit shall be passed on to the recipient by way of commensurate reduction in 
prices. Thus, a person is said to have resorted to profiteering when the price of goods or services are not 
reduced for the following reasons:

• Reduction in the rate of tax on supply of goods or services
• Benefit of input tax credit 

Under the explanation provided to section 171, the expression “profiteered” shall mean the amount 
determined on account of not passing the benefit of reduction in rate of tax on supply of goods or services 
or both or the benefit of input tax credit to the recipient by way of commensurate reduction in the price of 
the goods or services or both. Thus, in short, the benefit arising out of rate reduction and input tax credit 
due to the introduction of GST law shall be required to be passed on to the customers.

2.Coming to real estate projects, under the erstwhile regime, they are subject to both service tax and VAT  
The applicable rate of service tax was after abatement is 4.5% (15%*30%). The benefit of CENVAT Credit 
was available on capital goods and input services but not on inputs. Coming to VAT, there were two 
options available. One with the benefit of input tax credit where the value of goods involved shall be 
arrived at the actual basis and subject to VAT at applicable rate (colloquially known as regular method). 
The other option is composition scheme where benefit of input tax credit was not available but the value 
of flat is subject to a concessional rate (colloquially known as composition method).

1
 Central Goods & Services Tax Act, 2017
2 Valued Added Tax 
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The composition rates under VAT vary from one state to another. Coming to the state of Telangana, the 
applicable rate is 1.25% of the value of the flat including the value of the land. Therefore, the total rate of 
tax under the erstwhile regime is 5.75% (4.5% + 1.25%). The effective rate of tax under GST is 12% (after 
considering 1/3rd deduction towards land value). Thus, there is no benefit of rate reduction under GST 
law as compared to the previous regime. 

As stated earlier, the other benefit that may arise is out of input tax credit. As mentioned above, under the 
erstwhile regime, CENVAT credit of excise duty paid on materials used in the construction of residential 
complex was not available while CENVAT Credit of excise duty paid on capital goods and service tax paid 
on input services were available. Coming to VAT, input credit availability depends upon the type of 
options choose (composition vs regular) for payment of VAT. In case composition scheme was opted for, 
then the VAT paid on material used in construction was not available as input tax credit. Assuming that 
VAT was paid under composition scheme, the additional benefit of credit that would flow under the GST 
regime is the tax paid on material used in construction. With respect to expenditure incurred in the pre-
GST regime, this benefit would flow in the form of transition credit. 

Thus, in case of real estate projects, profiteering is limited to input tax credit which is required to be 
analyzed separately for each of the following scenarios:

• Scenario – I:    Project completed prior to 01.07.17
• Scenario – II:    Project commenced after 01.07.17
• Scenario – III:   On-going Project as on 01.07.17 

Scenario – I: Project completed prior to 01.07.17:

In this scenario, it is assumed that project has commenced and completed prior to 01.07.17. Section 
142(10) and Section 142(11)(c) states that in terms of long term contracts and specifically in the nature of 
works contract, the tax is required to be paid only if there is a supply happening post 01.07.17. Since, in 
the case of projects which have completed prior to 01.07.17, there would not be any tax liability under 
GST regime, since there are no fresh supplies happening post 01.07.17. Ideally, the applicable tax would 
be in such case the service tax which the builder should have paid in accordance with the mile stones and 
by the time project gets completed and accordingly there will be no liability under GST regime. As far as 

3VAT is concerned, the state government of Telangana has issued a GO MS No 124  , which omitted the rule 
prescribing the payment of VAT on receipt basis to align with the position under GST laws. 

Since there would not be any liability under GST laws, the transition credit which would be otherwise 
eligible under Section 140(3) and Section 140(6) cannot be availed since the said transition credit comes 
with a condition that such goods should be used for taxable purposes under GST laws. Since there were 
no taxable supplies under GST law, the transitional credit is not available and accordingly there would not 
be any benefit accruing to the developer to further pass it on to the customer. 

This proposition was also confirmed by National Anti-Profiteering Authority vide their ruling in the case of 
4Shri Ramesh Kumar Yadav& Others vs. Vatika Limited   wherein it was held vide para 16 as under:

3 Revenue (CT-II) dated 30.06.2017
4
 2019 (7) TMI 138 - National Anti-Profiteering Authority
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Further, it has been revealed from the records that Respondent had completed the project 
“Independent Floor Phase-Il” prior to implementation of the GST and he had neither availed ITC on any 
of the inputs procured in the GST Regime, nor had he availed/carried forward the pre-GST credit 
pertaining to the stock held in hand as on 30.06.2017. Therefore, he is not liable to pass on the benefit of 
ITC to the above Applicants. Therefore, the provisions of Section 171 (1) of the CGST Act, 2017 which 
state that “a reduction in rate of tax on any supply of goods or services or the benefit of input tax credit 
shall be passed on to the recipient by way of commensurate reduction in prices”, have not been 
contravened in the present case, as the same are not even applicable.

Hence, in scenario where the developer has completed the project prior to 01.07.17 and part of receipts 
were received post 01.07.17, there would not be any case of profiteering which would arise to the 
developer to pass it on to the customer. 

Scenario – II:    Project commenced after 01.07.17

In this scenario, it is assumed that the entire project has commenced after 01.07.17. Since the project was 
commenced after 01.07.17, the procurements would take place after 01.07.17 which would be subject to 
tax under GSTlaws and the availment of transition benefit under section 140(3) & (6) would not arise. 
Question of profiteering in these cases would not arise which was also confirmed by the National Anti-
Profiteering Authority vide their ruling in Shri Arjun Kumar Parwani& Others vs. Signature Builders Private 

5Limited   wherein it was held vide para 16 as under:

The agreement between the above Applicant and the Respondent was executed on 13.12.2017. 
Therefore, it is apparent that the Applicant No. 1 had applied for allotment and was allotted the above flat 
after coming in to force of the GST w.e.f. 01.07.2017. Since the above project was not under execution in 
the pre-GST period i.e. before 01.07.2017 therefore, no comparison can be made between the ITC which 
was available to the Respondent before 01.07 2017 and after 01.07.2017 to determine whether the 
Respondent had benefitted from additional availability of ITC or not. The Respondent through his sworn 
affidavit has also claimed that he had not availed benefit of ITC during the pre-GST period and he had 
availed the same on 28.07.2017 after coming in to force of the GST. From the above facts it is established 
that there has been no additional benefit of ITC to the Respondent and hence he was not required to pass 
on its benefit to the above Applicant by reducing the price of the flat. The Applicant No. 1 could have 
availed the above benefit only if the above project was under execution before coming in to force of the 
GST as the Respondent would have been eligible to avail ITC on the purchase of goods and services after 
01.07.2017 on which he was not entitled to do so before the above date. Since there was no basis for 
comparison of ITC available before and after 01.07.2017, the Respondent was not required to 
recalibrate the price of the flat due to the additional benefit of ITC. Hence, the allegations of the 
Applicant made in this behalf are incorrect and therefore, the same cannot be accepted.

Further, since the project has commenced post 01.07.17 in a regime, where the input tax credit is made 
available to the developer, the question of profiteering does not arise, since the credit which was 
available cannot be taken into cost of the flat that would be recoverable from customers, due to market 
competition and accordingly the developer is forced to pass on the benefit of input tax credit that was 
available to him to the customer by way of commensurate reduction in prices. 

 52019 (7) TMI 237 - National Anti-Profiteering Authority
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Scenario – III:   On-going Project as on 01.07.17:

In this scenario, it is assumed that the projects were commenced prior to 01.07.17 and extended after 
01.07.17, the additional benefits that would arise owing to the introduction of GST laws are as under:

a) The transitional credit of eligible duties with respect to closing stock of inventory viz. inputs in 
stock and used in construction, which were erstwhile not available as stated in opening paras of 
this article. 

b) As the construction got commenced prior to 01.07.17, the estimated amount of taxes viz. excise 
6duty and VAT  that would be payable upon procurement of material would be factored as cost 

while determining the price as they were ineligible for credit. However, to the extent of 
procurements made for construction on or after 01.07.2017, the notional tax cost that was 
factored in determining prices would amount to profiteering.

The Director-General of Anti-Profiteering (DGAP) who has investigated the cases related to real estate 
projects undertaken by builders has resorted to determine the notional gain related to credit available for 
builders by comparing the input credit to turnover ratio between pre-GST and post-GST regime. The 
excess ratio in post-GST regime was considered as profiteered amount for price reduction to customers. 

7In case of Shri Sukhbir Rohila & Others vs. Pyramid Infratech Private Limited  ,DGAP has determined the 
additional benefit of credit as 6.1 percent of the gross consideration received on or after 01.07.17.

6
  On the assumption that the builder has opted for composition scheme.

7  2018-TIOL-06-NAPA-GST
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The said methodology of arriving at the benefit of additional input tax credit was upheld by the National 
Anti-Profiteering Authority in the said ruling and the same was consistently followed in other rulings as 
well. However, in the humble opinion of paper writers, the said methodology fails to take into 
consideration the extent of completion of project and the value of bookings that took place as on 
30.06.17 which would have a bearing on the extent of profiteering involved.

The implications of failure to consider these aspects would be understood based on the following 
example:

Particulars                                                                                                                             Units

Total built-up area to be constructed for the project 2,00,000 sft 

Total estimated cost of the Project Rs. 200 crores

Total estimated Revenue of the Project   Rs. 250 crores

Extent of Project completed as on 30.06.2017   30%

Amounts received upto 30.06.2017 and are subject to VAT and service tax      Rs. 80 crores

Cost of construction incurred upto 30.06.2017 Rs. 60 crores

Amount of credit claimed under the existing regime Rs. 3 crores

Balance revenue received on or after 01.07.2017 Rs 170 crores

Credit claimed in GST regime Rs. 17 cores

Total Credit claimed under GST regime Rs. 18 crores

Amount of transition credit claimed on closing stock of inventory under 
section 140(3)&(6) Rs. 1 crore

Based on the above proposition of credit ratio to turnover as accepted National Anti-Profiteering 
Authority, the extent of additional input tax credit benefit available due to GST would be determined as 
under:

Post-GST RegimeParticulars Pre-GST Regime

VAT Credit/GST Credit claimed 3,00,00,000 18,00,00,000

Turnover 80,00,00,000 170,00,00,000

Ratio of credit to turnover 3.75% 10.60%

Excess of credit which would be considered as a profiteered percentage based on 
the proposition accepted by National Anti-Profiteering Authority

6.85%

Profiteered amount (17,00,00,000*6.85%) 11,64,50,000
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In the above example, let us take into consideration that the revenue received in the pre-GST regime as 
Rs. 60 crores instead of 80 crores and the revenue received in post-GST regime as Rs. 190 crores. Ideally 
speaking, the extent of construction undertaken in pre and post-GST regime in both the scenarios is 
unchanged. Therefore, the amount of profiteering should not undergo a change. However, going by the 
above proposition, the extent of the benefit of credit would be determined as under:

Post-GST RegimeParticulars Pre-GST Regime

VAT Credit/GST Credit claimed 3,00,00,000 18,00,00,000

Turnover 60,00,00,000 190,00,00,000

Ratio of credit to turnover 5% 9.47%

Excess of credit which would be considered as profiteered percentage based on 
the proposition accepted by National Anti-Profiteering Authority

4.47%

Profiteered amount (17,00,00,000*6.85%) 8,50,00,000

Thus, the proposition accepted by National Ant-Profiteering Authority is not foolproof and in identical 
circumstances, the amount of profiteering would vary based on revenue collected in Pre-GST and Post-
GST regime. Infact, the extent of revenue collected in pre-GST and post-GST regime has no bearing on 
amount of profiteering made.

As mentioned above, the amount of profiteering in case of real estate projects is nothing but the amount 
of transition credit of eligible duties with respect to closing stock of inventory as on 30.06.17 viz. inputs in 
stock and used in construction and the amount of notional savings in the tax cost that would have been 
factored in determining the price of the flat. The benefit out of transition credit can be considered on an 
actual basis. While the notional tax cost factored in determining the price of flat sold in the pre-GST 
regime should be determined based on cost records/estimates maintained by the builder.

As discussed above, the notional tax cost involved is based on the estimate of the amount of VAT and 
excise duty payable on the material procured in the post-GST regime. In the absence of adequate cost 
records, as an alternative basis, this can be determined based on the extent of excise duty and VAT paid on 
the material procured in the pre-GST regime. Let us consider the following example:

Particulars Amounts

Material cost incurred upto 30.06.17 (including excise duty and VAT paid 
on materials

Amount of excise duty and VAT paid on the material cost

Percentage of tax cost involved in the material used for construction in 
pre-GST regime

Material cost incurred from 01.07.17 till project completion date 
(excluding GST)

Amount of credit availed on these materials (estimated at 18%)

Notional tax cost that would have been factored as cost in determining 
the price of flats

Rs. 40 crores

Rs. 5 crores

14% (5/35)

Rs. 160 crores

Rs. 28.8 crores

  Rs. 22.4 crores 160*14%)
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Thus, the notional tax cost of Rs. 22.4 lakhs that was factored as the cost would be considered as the 
profiteered amount for the project undertaken by the builder. The extent of profiteering for each of the 
flats booked prior to 01.07.17 shall be arrived at and accordingly the same should be reduced from the 
price charged to the customers. 

With respect to the flats booked on or after 01.07.17, the question of anti-profiteering would not arise if 
the developer maintains an objective cost data and was able to prove that the savings in credit have been 
considered to determine the price at which flats are sold after 01.07.17. In the absence of such objective 
data and price reduction after 01.07.17, as a matter of conservative approach, it would be advisable to 
reduce the corresponding profiteered amount of each flat from the price charged from the customers 
who have booked the flats after 01.07.17.

Conclusion: 

In view of the above discussion, the question of profiteering does not arise in case of projects which were 
completed prior to GST since no transition benefit under section 140(3)&(6) was claimed. Similarly, 
question of profiteering does not arise with respect to projects which are commenced in GST regime. 

As discussed above, the proposition laid down by DGAP and National Anti-Profiteering Authority to 
determine the profiteered amount in case of real estate projects whose construction was commenced 
prior to 01.07.17 and extended after the said date is not a fool proof methodology and is required to be 
revisited. The notional tax cost factored in determining the price and the extent of transition benefit 
claimed under section 140(3) and (6) shall be considered to determine the profiteered amount. Absence 
of proper guidelines from Government about the manner in which the profiteered amount is to be 
determined has led many sectors including real estate clueless about the manner in which anti-
profiteering compliance is required to be undertaken. Let us hope for clarity when these issues land up in 
courts.
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This article is contributed by  CA Sri Harsha Vardhan  K & CA Manindar K, Partners of SBS and Company LLP, 
Chartered Accountants. The authors can be reached at  harsha@sbsandco.com  & manindar@sbsandco.com 
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